Recipe from Emeril Lagasse’s cookbook, Every Day’s a Party, pages 54-55.
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Deb’s notes: I’ve made this recipe maybe 20 times…for holidays, potlucks, and big occasions.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

I use Ghirardelli chocolate baking bars (available at Heinens) – use 4 (4 oz) bars of each type of
chocolate: milk chocolate, semi-sweet, and white chocolate. (I prefer the baking bars but I have used
the bags of chips – use two (11.5 oz.) bags per type of chocolate.)
The cayenne pepper is the secret ingredient, don’t skip it. Cayenne and chocolate are happy together.
I only have one double boiler and I don’t like working with bowls over hot water. So I melt one
chocolate at a time. Wash the pan and spactula. Dry them thoroughly and melt the next chocolate.
When I melt the chocolate: I use the instructions above, except: I add the tbsp. butter – while it is still
on the low heat, and then turn the fire off when the butter is almost completely melted.
Here’s the trick with this chocolate: it will stay smooth (not lumpy) if it does not get wet—dry pan, dry
spatula, take it off the double boiler quickly -- away from the steam. (If it does get lumpy, don’t worry
about it, no one will ever know (the chocolate is completely covered with nuts and cherries) and lumps
don’t change the taste—it tastes great!)
It pours nicely-- just pour on a parchment lined cookie pan, spread to the edges, no need to work fast.
Let the chocolate set on the counter and then melt the next chocolate, drizzle it all over and spread,
then repeat. Follow the instructions in the recipe.
I use two (5 oz) bags of dried cherries. (I use them whole. I use the brand Mariani). I use 1 (quart size )
container of pecans.
Everything for this recipe is at Heinens and maybe Target or Kroger. Make whatever substitutions that
you want.
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